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MBV2010  Multiple choice questions  
(numbers in brackets indicate the number of correct answers) 
 
DNA was first isolated in the 
17th century  
18th century  
19th century  
20th century         (1) 
 
Components of DNA are 
Phosphate, ribose, pyridines, and purines   
Phosphate, ribulose, and nucleotides    
Sulfate, ribose, pyrimidines, and purines   
Phosphate and nucleotides     
Phosphate, deoxyribose, pyrimidines, and purines    (1) 
 
The DNA double helix is stabilized by 
Ionic bonds    
Covalent bonds   
Hydrogen bonds   
Hydrophobic interactions       (2) 
 
DNA is synthesized in 
5’->3’ direction  
3’->5’ direction   
in both directions        (1) 
 
The major form of DNA in cells is 
A-DNA  
B-DNA  
C-DNA  
Z-DNA         (1) 
 
Telomers are located 
at the ends of ribosomal RNA    
in centromers      
in the middle of chromosomes   
at the ends of linear chromosomes        
in nuclear DNA     
in mitochondrial DNA       (2) 
        
Transcriptomes 
consist of mRNA     
consist of proteins    
are translated into proteins   
do not change      
differ in different cells       (3) 



β-sheets are stabilized by 
hydrophobic bonds    
ionic bonds     
hydrogen bonds    
covalent bonds    
all of the above          
none of the above        (1) 
 
Restriction endonucleases 
are located in the nucleus   
degrade DNA completely   
bind to DNA     
are enzymes     
are proteins     
were discovered in the 1980s       (3) 
    
Transformation 
converts DNA into RNA       
converts RNA into proteins    
joins two DNA fragments    
cuts DNA into fragments    
introduces DNA into cells    
removes genomes from cells    
is used in cloning of DNA       (2) 
 
DNA polymerases 
join DNA fragments     
replicate RNA          
replicate DNA      
synthesize DNA in 5’->3’ direction   
synthesize DNA in 3’->5’ direction   
require a primer to function    
require nucleotides to function      (4) 
 
The size of the human genome is about 
0.5 Mbp      
10 Mbp      
200 Mbp      
3,000 Mbp      
40,000 Mbp      
500,000 Mbp         (1) 
(1 Mbp = 1 million base pairs) 
 
 
In addition: 
Multiple choice questions on page 26/27 and page 59/60 of Genomes 3. 
Short answer questions on page 27 and 60. 


